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July 28, 2009
Mr. Dinyar Wadia
134 Main Street
New Canaan, CT 06840
Dear Dinyar,
Ever since I was a young girl I have admired your work. Growing up next door to you and Gool was
such a special treat. I can remember Molly and I would come into your kitchen and Gool would always
offer us all different kinds of Indian food. I also remember climbing up into your office above the
garage, and seeing your drawing boards with exciting architectural plans. Who knew some day you
would be designing a home for my family? What a dream come true!
Rafa and I cannot thank you and your team enough for the incredible home you created for our family.
Rafa and I had a dream to build a home for our family in Greenwich. We spent years collecting ideas
from books, pictures and magazines. Often we would sit at our breakfast table and discuss what our
house would be like inside and out. We would sketch floors plans and Rafa even bought a computer
program to try to put many of our ideas into a plan. We must confess it was one of our favorite
pastimes together.
We have always admired your work and you have an amazing gift to design beautiful homes. We were
so blessed when we met with you to discuss our ideas of a family home and you expressed you were
interested in working with us to make our dream a reality. The home you and your team designed and
built for us could not be more perfect for our family. Each and every day the spaces you have created
for us are filled with more and more family memories. Sofi, Nicolas, Lexi and Luci absolutely love the
upstairs center hall where they can play endless hours of tag! Rafa and I love the beautiful scale and
proportions that keep our house so warm and inviting.
Our experience with your firm was excellent from beginning to end. The plans were complete in
a timely manner and Rob Lominski was so attentive to all the details. He was always open to our
comments and questions and he provided us with wonderful service. The building process was a
positive experience. We were very satisfied and you should be proud of your team for a job well done!
Thank you for all you hard work and dedication to our home. We could not be happier. Thank you for
making our dreams come true!
Fondly,

Kristy & Rafa de la Sierra
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